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SWITCHING COUNTER 

This is a continuation of U.S. Pat. application Ser. 
No. 852,308, filed Aug. 22, 1969 now abandoned. 
The invention relates to domestic appliances, espe 

cially dry-shavers, use batteries at least for certain peri 
ods of operation and devices for indicating the amount 
of use and degree of exhaustion of the batteries. 
Users of such domestic appliances provided with bat 

teries frequently are greatly inconvenienced, because 
generally they cannot even approximately predict the 
instant at which batteries will become exhausted. This 
inconvenience is aggravated during week-ends or holi 
days, when such appliances are taken to places where 
it is uncertain whether an article like a battery will be 
obtainable, let alone whether there are facilities for re 
charging. 

It is an object of the invention to eliminate or at least 
obviate these disadvantages, and the invention is distin 
guished in that the device comprises a counting mecha 
nism which registers the number of switching opera 
tions. Experience has shown that the number of switch 
ing operations performed on operative batteries of an 
appliance in order to cause them to deliver the electri 
cal energy required for the appliance, may be regarded 
as an indication of the degree of exhaustion of these 
batteries. This applies especially to appliances which 
are used daily for a given period of time, such as dry 
shavers, toothbrushes, mixers, etc. With respect to 
such appliances this count of switching operations may 
accordingly be used as a convenient standard. 
The device according to the invention is further char 

acterized in that the counting mechanism comprises a 
make-and-break switch for operating the appliance. 
This switch, designed as a slide switch, operates a resil 
ient pawl which cooperates with a ratchet wheel; the 
wheel is arranged for rotation about its axis and actu 
ates the counter of the counting mechanism. During 
one switching movement of the switch, the resilient 
pawl causes the ratchet wheel to move through a dis 
tance required to advance the counting position of the 
counter by one unit and a locking member locks the 
ratchet wheel during the other switching movement of 
the switch. 
The invention will be described more fully with refer 

ence to the accompanying diagrammatic drawings 
which show an embodiment from which component 
parts irrelevant to the invention have been omitted and 
from which further advantageous details will appear: 
FIG. 1 is a front elevation of an embodiment of the 

device according to the invention in which the resilient 
pawl engages the ratchet wheel, 
FIG. 2 is an elevation similar to that of FIG. 1, in 

which the resilient pawl slides over the teeth of the 
ratchet wheel which is in the form of a sprocket wheel, 
and 
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the device accord 

ing to the invention 
FIG. 4 is a front perspective view of the invention. 
Referring now to FIG. 1, the reference numeral 1 

designates an elevation of an embodiment of the device 
according to the invention. This counting mechanism 
includes a switch 2 in the form of a slide switch which 
operates a resilient pawl 3: the pawl cooperates with a 
ratchet wheel 5 which is arranged for rotation about its 
axis 4 and in turn actuates the counter of the counting 
mechanism; the resilient pawl 3 during one switching 
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2 
movement in the direction indicated by the arrow A of 
the switch 2 advances the ratchet wheel 5 through a 
distance required to increase the figure indicated by 
the counter which is actuated by the ratchet wheel 5 by 
one unit. During the other switching movement of the 
switch (in the direction indicated by the arrow B, see 
FIG. 2), the ratchet wheel 5 is locked by a locking 
member 6. The ratchet wheel 5, which is in the form of 
a sprocket wheel having teeth 7, also acts as a counter. 
On actuation switch 2 is a first movable contact 17, a 
second movable contact 18, and interconnection 
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means 19, all of which move as an integral unit when 
ever actuator 2 is moved. FIG. 1 shows the actuator 2 
moved to the right with contact 18 engaging fixed 
contact 20, while contact 17 engages fixed contact 21, 
whereby the circuit (shown in FIG. 2) is closed. When 
the actuator is moved to the left, to the position shown 
in FIG. 2, contacts 18 and 20 are separated, when 
opens the circuit, even though contacts 17 and 21 re 
main in contact. For convenience the actuator 2 has a 
knob or button 2a that may be pushed with the user's 
finger. 
The distance between two successive counter posi 

tions a and b (FIG. 1) which are situated on a circle 
corresponds as an angle at the centre to the spacing be 
tween two tooth roots 8, the pitch, of the ratchet wheel 
5 in the form of a sprocket wheel, which tooth roots 8 
lie on a circle concentric with the circle on which the 
counter positions are indicated. 
The locking member 5 comprises a leaf spring 11 

held between two studs 9 and 10. A part of the leaf 
spring 11 lying between the studs 9 and 10 is provided 
with a bulge 12 the outer periphery of which fits in the 
space between two successive teeth 7 of the ratchet 
wheel 5 in the form of a sprocket wheel. 
The resilient pawl 3 is constituted by a resilient arm 

13 which forms part of the switch 2. During one switch 
ing movement of the switch 2 (in the direction indi 
cated by the arrow A) the free, hook-shaped end 14 of 
the arm 13 engages with the toothed rim of the ratchet 
wheel 5 in the form of a sprocket wheel (FIG. 1), 
whereas during the other switching movement of the 
switch (in the direction indicated by the arrow B) this 
hook-shaped end 14 slides over this toothed rim. 
The ratchet wheel 5, which acts as a counter is pro 

vided with a central boss 15 having a slot 16 in its free 
end. By means of, for example, a screwdriver the 
ratchet wheel acting as a counter may be set to zero, 
one unit of the counter being one tooth of the wheel. 

Obviously, the use of the device according to the in 
vention need not be restricted to battery operated elec 
trical household appliances which normally are used 
daily for a certain period of time, such as a dry shaver. 
Use for battery-operated domestic appliances which 
are used only weekly for example, would certainly ap 
pear to be expedient. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A device for simultaneously switching an electrical 

circuit and counting and indicating the number of 
switching operations, comprising, a base, a sprocket 
wheel which is rotatable on the base and has a plurality 
of circumferentially spaced teeth and circumferentially 
spaced indicia corresponding to the teeth, a slide mem 
ber slidably mounted to said base for cyclic movement 
between first and second positions, a pawl carried by 
said slide member and extending to and contacting a 
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tooth of said wheel, movement of the slide from first to 
second position moves said pawl and said tooth that it 
contacts and thereby rotates said wheel, with the indi 
cia likewise moved for indicating the number of times 
the switch has been operated, and resilient locking 
means on said base including a portion that releasably 
engages and restrains the wheel from rotating until 
same is driven by said slide and pawl between first and 
second positions, said slide member and base further 
comprising a make-and-break electrical switch within 
said electrical circuit, the slide in one of said positions 
closing said circuit, and in the other position opening 
said circuit. 

2. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said lock 
ing means comprises a spring having one part secured 
to the base and a second part that releasably engages 
at least one tooth. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said lock 
ing means is a leaf spring, and said second part thereof 
is curved for extending into a space between two adja 
cent teeth of said wheel. 

4. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said indi 
cia indicate consecutive units, and each switching oper 
ation of the slide from first to second position rotates 
the wheel whereby the indicia indicates one additional 
unit. 

5. In a dry shaver using a battery for providing elec 
tric energy to operate the shaver, the battery having 
available a quantity of electrical energy which is suffi 
cient for operating the shaver a predetermined approxi 
mate number of times, switch means on said shaver 
comprising a first part reversably slidable between 
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4 
"off" and “on' positions, the first part in on position 
closing the electrical circuit, thus electrically connect 
ing the battery to operate said shaver and partially ex 
hausting the battery, the first part in off position open 
ing said circuit, and a second part having observable 
indicia formed as a sequence of symbols corresponding 
to the number of said switching operations for which 
the battery is sufficient, the second part being engaged 
and rotatable by the first part to register and indicate 
one of said symbols for each successive switching oper 
ation, whereby the second part automatically indicates 
the degree of exhaustion of the battery. 

6. Apparatus according to claim 5 wherein said first 
part is a slidable make-and-break switch. 

7. Apparatus according to claim 6 wherein said sec 
ond part is a counting mechanism comprising a ratchet 
wheel rotatable about its axis, a resilient pawl carried 
by said first part and contacting said wheel, lateral 
movement of the first part and pawl driving said wheel 
to rotate an amount sufficient to indicate the next con 
secutive symbol of said sequence of symbols, and a 
locking member for restraining the wheels between 
switching operations. 

8. Apparatus according to claim 7 wherein the 
ratchet wheel is a sprocket wheel. 

9. Apparatus according to claim 6 wherein said resil 
ient pawl extends from said make-and-break switch. 

10. Apparatus according to claim 5 wherein said sec 
ond part is re-settable to indicate the beginning of said 
sequence of symbols. 
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